ductors,
where several copper or oxygen sites having different local character may be relevant to the superconductivity. In spite of this, only a few measurements of the Cu Knight shift in YBa2Cu307 have been reported so far. ' This is mainly due to the strong quadrupole interaction at Cu sites, which broadens even the central (I, ---, ' -, ' ) transition line in the high-field NMR spectrum of powder samples. We have found that NMR spectra similar to those of single crystals can be obtained by using uniaxially aligned powder. In this paper, we present anisotropic Cu Knight shift data in YBa2Cu307 at both Cu(1) (chain) and Cu(2) (plane) sites in the normal state. Knight shift data taken in the superconducting state are presented in a separate paper, although a part of those results are referred to in this paper in order to estimate separately the spin and orbital contributions to the Knight shift and the magnetic susceptibility.
The NMR experiments were carried out using a standard pulsed spectrometer.
Cu NMR spectra were obtained by integrating the spin-echo intensity by a boxcar while sweeping the magnetic field. We followed the method of Farrel et al. to Good alignment was also demonstrated in the NMR spectra as seen in Fig. 1 Since g"I, is the sum of contributions from two Cu sites, g"b =go,b(1)+2@"b(2),g"b can be estimated by the relation g"b = [K,"b(I )+2K"b(2)INgpg/A"b for each direction, where A"b =2pa&r ) is taken to be 6.3 a.u. from EPR data on compounds containing Cu +. ' We obtain g"'p =1.18 x10, g"p =0.64x 10, g"'i, =2.13x 10 (emulmole f.u. ). By subtracting g"b and gd;, from the measured susceptibility, we get an almost isotropic spin susceptibility, g, p)"=3.01 x 10, (g.p,, +g,~;")/2 3.34 X 10 emu/mol f.u. , which are to be compared with the value 1.7&& 10 emu/mol f.u. estimated from band calculation. ' The exchange enhancement of the spin susceptibility is not large. ' The large anisotropy of K"b at the Cu (2) 
